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6. Conclusions

Conversely, left IFG triangularis and inferior
parietal cortex were more active for recalling
pronununciations than meanings.
No brain areas were more active for recalling
meanings than pronunciations.
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3. Brain activity during initial learning (MRI Scan 1)
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Neuroimaging Questions (Boxes 3 and 5)
Does initial learning of print−sound vs. print−meaning
mappings depend on di�erent systems?
Does training focus change reliance on these systems?

phonology
(sound)
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(meaning)

orthography
(print)

sub-word pathway
whole-word pathway

Models of reading:  Two ways to comprehend print Corroborated by brain imaging data

Behavioural Questions (Box 4)
How does training focused on print−sound vs.
print−meaning mappings impact on reading aloud
and reading comprehension?
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Orthography-to-Semantics focus: for other orthography, more training on arbitrary print−meaning mappings 
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Orthography-to-Phonology focused
training bene�ts accuracy and speed
of reading aloud.
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Print−sound training was bene�cial for both reading aloud and comprehension.
Print−meaning training was a slower way to learn to comprehend and was detrimental for
learning to read aloud as well as generalising to untrained words. 

Neuroimaging data extend this by showing that, during reading aloud, processing e�ort was 
greater in dorsal pathway brain regions following print−meaning than print−sound training. 
In contrast, during reading comprehension, activity was equivalent for both training types.

To improve reading aloud and/or comprehension accuracy in the early stages we should focus on
the systematicities present in alphabetic letter-sound mappings rather than teaching learners to
guess at the meanings of whole written words.
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Orthography-to-Semantic focused
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p < .001 uncorrected,
p < .05 FWE cluster corrected

During training trials, left IFG orbitalis and
anterior fusiform were more active for learning
meanings than pronunciations.
No brain areas were more active for learning
pronunciations than meanings.

Correlation between voxel activity for arti�cial 
and English = .32, t(19) = 5.64, p < .001

Reading untrained relative to trained items 
evoked similar patterns of brain activity to
reading English pseudowords relative to words.
This validates our paradigm for investigating
questions relating to natural language learning. 

Dorsal pathway brain regions showed 
greater neural e�ort during reading aloud
following print-to-meaning as compared to
print-to-sound focused training.

Training focus did not modulate neural activity
during saying the meanings.
This shows that reading comprehension is
achieved using the same neural systems 
whether training focuses on print-to-sound or
print-to-meaning mappings.

(Plaut et al., 1996)

PRINTMEANING

SOUND

(Taylor, Rastle, & Davis, 2013)

p < .001 uncorrected,
p < .05 FWE cluster corrected
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